
ChatSnacks App

User problem
Music fans are subject to bullying online in social media networks and chatrooms.

User needs
Music fans love to make new friends from their fandom and chat about their passions.

Business Objectives
Gather social network tokens, to access data from social network APIs. This was a core business requirement to fuel the main 
Starcount data platform.

The key to the success of any product is to solve a problem or create a better experience for 
a user group, while satisfying identified business objectives.

Initial scamp after brain storming session 
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1. Pre-Planning

This was one of the products briefs from Starcount that fell under the main company manifesto/promise. “Putting Fans First” – the 
product team needed to create a product that engaged fans of music groups and pop culture.



We also identified that ‘Chat’ was a growing platform used by millennials in preference of 
social networks.

Desktop research: chat apps Telegram and Tango 

Fan interviews:
We interviewed many fans on phone calls and in group user sessions to discover what their current habits were in social media 
channels around their fandoms, what products they used and what their experience was like. We discovered that many fans were 
subject to online bullying and that due to the social networks open system, this was not helped or policed.

Desk research:
We monitored Twitter and other social media applications in fandoms such as One Direction and gathered many examples of 
online bullying and examples of ‘haters’. We also looked at social chat apps and platforms that were on the rise in popularity, like 
Telegraph. 

Key Insights:
Fans loved to meet and make new friends on Twitter and in real life at gigs and events. But many found the ’trolling and bullying’ 
nature of social media a difficult environment.  

Research and Workshops:
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Real fans only:
Social credit check - make sure fans really were fans of a particular fandom. We used social connect to check if a fan really was 
connected and engaging with the band/singer - to ensure that only real fans could enter a chatroom.

Anonymous:
By giving all users a fun and anonymous identity we allows fans to have more fun.

Fast: 
The chat only lasted for 5 minutes and then it was gone. This kept it fast and frivolous. 

Sketches made in user workshop with product team and stakeholders 

Product Vision
Our aim was to create a safe and fun place for fans to meet and chat to like-minded peers.

From user needs - to user story workshops
Then we took the user needs and started to plot the user journeys. These user journeys defined the needs and outcomes required. 

Product Vision and Development:
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2. Exploration 

Key Product Ideas



Welcome

Connect Screens

Rejection screen

ChatSnacks is an app for 

real fans. Please connect 

both your Twitter and FB 

so we can verify your 

real fan status

Failed

Generate handle 

(free text)

Accept or decline handel Invite friends

Facebook

Twitter

Generate
Accept Try again

Select your fandom

Rihanna
30 snackers

One Direction

66 snackers

Justin Bieber

43 snackers

Katie Perry

66 snackers

Shakira
23 snackers

Choose fav snack food 

Please select...

What was your favourite 

pet name?

Rover Burger

@TwitterHandle

@TwitterHandle

@TwitterHandle

@TwitterHandle

@TwitterHandle

@TwitterHandle

Friends already on Chatsnacks

Invite friends to Chatsnacks

AT&T 11:57 AM

Invite Friends
Cancel

Send

WQ E R T Y U I O P

SA D F G H J K L

Z X C V B N M

.@space
123

return

Generate your Chatsnacks

handle: Search for a friend on Twitter

Get ChatSnacks now and 

start chatting to real fans! It’s 

amazing! :O) 

We were unable to 

verify that you are 

indeed a true 1D fan. 

Permission screen

Connect Screens

Thanx! Now connect 

your Twitter account as 

well please, you’re nearly 

there! 

Facebook

Twitter

Congratulations screen

Verified Fan 

5 fans

3 minutes

Welcome to the 1D 

fandom. 

You are joining 600 other 

real fans chatsnacking 

about 1D.

Start ChatSnacking

Join Rejection Room

Rejection Room

Connet to ChatSnacks

Lorem ipsum sid amet lorem ipsum

sid maet lorem ipsum sid

amet lorem.

No thanx Yes!

Chat with real fans

Wireframes and Clickable prototypes in (prototype tool)

With these user stories and product ideas we then worked on various wireframes and prototypes using POP and InVision. 

In this stage we would test out different approaches to key navigation, orientation and UI ideas.

Each of these prototypes would then be used in fan workshop sessions and we would talk through the user journey and gain 
response and feedback.

First iteration of wireframes 
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Interface design and UI
 
With the final click-able wireframe being validated we started to work on the interface and UI design. At each phase we would 
test the new UI designs and gain feedback on the usability.

Super fans and beta testers:

We contacted and on boarded 20 key superfans from the One Direction fan base and we launched a first version on IOS.
The launch was extremely successful and we were featured in the App Store.

Screen Mockups 

ChatSnacks Business Proposal 
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3. Design 

4. Quality Assurance  



Feedback from fans 

On going testing, in app feedback and feedback from Twitter:

We then continued to iterate and test new features. We built a feedback function into the app. We also kept a strong social 
media presence on Twitter and engaged with all our fans and took note of all feedback. Taking it into account as we developed 
and released new features.
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5. Feedback



As the only UX designer in a small product team we worked in a very agile fashion, we were able to make quick decision based on 
our research and user testing. Working closely with the Chief product officer and developers to make the best decisions for both 
the business and the end user. 

Apart from key player in the conceptualising, planning and research, I was responsible for all the prototyping, design and leading 
all user interface decisions. As well as being responsible for the complete brand identity of this product, including logo and 
website. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you need any more information.  
carienotto@me.com

UX&DOTTO
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My Responsibilities 
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